
                                Supplies Needed for Consigning 

White or light colored cardstock - You must print your tags on cardstock.  We use an online bar-coding 
system.  All tags will be entered into the system, printed on cardstock and placed on each item.  Plain 
paper tags will not hold up during the handling process.  If an item loses a tag, we will make every effort 
to find and reattach; however, it is not a guarantee.  Best cardstock is between 60-75#. Walmart, 
Walgreens, Fred Meyer and Target all carry cardstock.  Dark colors will not scan, only white or light 
pastels are acceptable.  No patterned paper.  Heavier cardstock tends to soak up ink causing the bar 
codes not to scan.  

Hangers - Preferably wire, but any hanger will do.  Adult or child size is acceptable.  You will not be 
getting your hangers back so please find hangers that you do not have a problem parting with.  There 
are many stores that throw their hangers away every evening.  Plan ahead and you can get boxes of 
hangers for free!   

Safety Pins - Use at least a one inch safety pin.  Pins are used to attach some clothing such as pants to 
the hangers.   Hangers with clips are easily pulled off the hanger and dropped to the floor.  Items on the 
floor do not sell and sets are often lost.  You can also use pins to attach your tags to the garment.  
Tagging guns are also allowed.  Straight pins are not allowed.  We do not want to stick the buyers.   

Zip ties - great for keeping shoes together or attaching small pieces.   

Zip lock Bags - perfect for keeping bottles, toys, group of books, or shoes together.  Also large space 
bags are great for holding bedding or large multiple piece toys.  Don't forget to tape the bags closed and 
place the tag on the outside.   

Clear Packing Tape - Use tape to secure all parts of toys and tags to non-clothing items.  Tape will not 
stay on cloth-please do not use it on clothing or bedding.  Use a small piece of tape to cover the safety 
pin attaching your tag to clothing items.  This will ensure tags stay on while shoppers are busy going 
through the clothes racks.   

Masking Tape - Add a small piece of tape with your seller number and/or item number to any item at 
risk of losing its tag.  We suggest putting this on the clothing near the label, inside each shoe, on each 
part of toys with multiple parts, etc.  This helps us to retag any items that happen to lose their tag during 
the sale.   

Batteries - All toys requiring batteries must have working batteries 

Magic Erasers  

Cleaning Wipes 


